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OBJECTION
 
In regards to the Moorebank Intermodals D393/16 & D397/16
 
To the PAC board members:
 
Dear members,
 
            As a concerned community member who will be directly affected by your
approval of these projects I wish to strenuously object and implore you to reconsider the
initial approval and withdraw it.
 
I have followed these proposals from the earliest beginnings and have witnessed the seeds
planted turn into an almighty avoidably road congestion cancer on the Liverpool district.
15 years ago it was a good idea, in today’s circumstances a complete disaster waiting to
happen.
 
With the recent announcement of Badgerys Creek Airport’s approval for certain
development, in today’s conditions these intermodals at the Moorebank location have just
been made the dumbest spend of public money ever.
The core project has been cleverly handed over to private enterprise for funding, the thin
edge of the money wedge, where as the real bulk of the money will have to come out of
the public purse for all and many of the “mitigation” measures required that are already
evident and some not so, but will arise as construction and operations commence.
Should you make the decision to not put a stop to this wasteful spending of our taxpayer
dollar to afford the operators a miniscule return on their investment then at least take
responsibility for your decision and resign your position when this project fails.
 
The cost to the Liverpool and NSW community is not only monetary, the real cost will be
the loss and forever deteriorating amenities and conditions you will surely condemn us to
should you not withdraw the approval.
 
In simple point form, this project has now been overtaken five fold by the mitigation
measures required to not even bring it to a workable piece of infrastructure that will not
meet the needs of Sydney or NSW, how can you justify and approve spending MY and
every other taxpayers’  tax dollar in this manner?
 
Mr Reinard van Lieshout
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